Comparison between CT and MR in perfusion imaging assessment of high-grade gliomas.
The aim of our study was to compare the relative cerebral blood volume (CBV) values obtained by first-pass dynamic susceptibility-weighted contrast-enhanced (DSC) T2-weighted magnetic resonance (MR) and perfusion computed tomography (P-CT) imaging in high-grade gliomas (HGG) in the same patient population. Sixteen patients with histologically proven HGG underwent P-CT and DSC-MR brain imaging. P-CT studies were obtained using a four-row multislice CT scanner and postprocessed with a commercial software package based on a deconvolution-based technique. DSC-MR images were obtained at 1.5 T with a first-pass dynamic susceptibility contrast-enhanced T2-weighted sequence. P-CT and DSC-MR images were obtained within 4 days of each another, always before surgery. Maximum CBV ratios normalised with contralateral white matter (rCBV) were calculated. Statistical analysis was performed with the classical parametric statistic procedure. A linear correlation between maximum rCBV values obtained with P-CT and DSC-MR imaging was evident. The best linear model is CT=slope×MR+error and provides a highly significant estimate of the slope equal to 1.08. Thus CT results can be predicted from MR values. Therefore, it is also possible to predict MR results from CT values by estimating the linear model MR=slope×CT+error. DSC-MR imaging gave lower rCBV average values (4.92±1.52) compared with P-CT (5.56±1.55). In our population of patients, P-CT and DSC-MR imaging showed proportional results in rCBV assessment of HGGs, and thus both modalities may be used interchangeably in HGG of the brain.